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PETModule: a motif module based 
approach for enhancer target gene 
prediction
Changyong Zhao1, Xiaoman Li2 & Haiyan Hu1

The identification of enhancer-target gene (ETG) pairs is vital for the understanding of gene 
transcriptional regulation. Experimental approaches such as Hi-C have generated valuable resources 
of ETG pairs. Several computational methods have also been developed to successfully predict ETG 
interactions. Despite these progresses, high-throughput experimental approaches are still costly and 
existing computational approaches are still suboptimal and not easy to apply. Here we developed a 
motif module based approach called PETModule that predicts ETG pairs. Tested on eight human cell 
types and two mouse cell types, we showed that a large number of our predictions were supported by 
Hi-C and/or ChIA-PET experiments. Compared with two recently developed approaches for ETG pair 
prediction, we shown that PETModule had a much better recall, a similar or better F1 score, and a larger 
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. The PETModule tool is freely available at http://
hulab.ucf.edu/research/projects/PETModule/.

The identification of enhancer-target gene (ETG) pairs is pivotal to our understanding of gene transcriptional reg-
ulation1,2. Enhancers are short regulatory DNA sequences that enhance the expression levels of their target genes2. 
They can be millions of base pairs (bp) away from target genes and interact with target gene promoters through 
looping3. Enhancers are in general several hundred to several thousand bp long, and often contain binding sites 
of multiple transcription factors (TFs)2,4. These multiple TF binding sites (TFBSs) in the same enhancers together 
with TFBSs in promoters of their target genes modulate the tissue and cell-specific expression of target genes5. 
Because of such important roles of enhancers on gene transcriptional regulation, it is fundamentally important 
to identify ETG pairs.

It is still challenging to identify ETG pairs. The difficulty lies in the fact that genes hundreds of thousands to 
millions of bp away from an enhancer can be its target genes2. With many genes that may exist in such a long 
region for a given enhancer, it is nontrivial to distinguish a small number of true targets from a large number of 
other genes in this region. Moreover, enhancers modulate expression of their targets in a cell- and tissue-specific 
fashion, which implies that the same enhancer may have different targets under different conditions2. In addition, 
an enhancer may target multiple genes interspersed by non-target genes6. To accurately identify ETG pairs, one 
thus have to pinpoint the true targets from a large number of genes in a condition-specific matter.

Several experimental approaches are available for identifying ETG pairs. The chromosome conformation cap-
ture (3C) experiment cross-links two interacting regions such as an enhancer and one of its target promoters 
and then measures the level of interactions by polymerase chain reactions7. The 4C and 5C experiments improve 
the 3C technique and can more unbiasedly measure the interactions of more regions at one time8,9. Later, the 
Hi-C experiment couples these low-throughput techniques with next generation sequencing technologies and 
can identify genome-wide interacting regions10. Early Hi-C experiments have a low resolution of 1 megabase 
(Mb), which means that interacting regions shorter than 1Mb often cannot be detected10,11. Recent Hi-C experi-
ments have achieved a 1 or 5 kilobase resolution, with a significant increment of the sequencing depth12,13. Besides 
these 3C derivatives, the chromatin interaction analysis by paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) measures 
genome-wide interactions anchored by a specific factor14. Although the sequencing depth requirement is not 
high, ChIA-PET cannot detect interacting regions that do not involve the factor under consideration.

A few computational methods have been developed for ETG pair identification. The simplest approach takes 
the closest gene to an enhancer as its target. Such an approach may generate a large number of false positives15. 
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With the flood of high throughput data, several studies calculate the correlation of specific signals in enhancer 
regions and those in proximal regions around gene transcriptional start sites (TSS) and choose gene(s) with the 
best correlation as target(s). For instance, Thurman et al. calculated the correlation of DNase I hypersensitivity 
signals (DHSs) measured by DNase I hypersensitive analysis followed by sequencing (DNase-seq) experiments 
to infer ETG pairs16. Shen et al. predicted ETG pairs with the correlation of H3K4me1 measured by chromatin 
immunoprecipitation followed by massive parallel sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments17. Although these corre-
lation based approaches may identify multiple targets of an enhancer, the correlation calculation may be greatly 
affected by the selected experiments and certain target genes may be missed. For instance, assume an enhancer 
regulates its target gene A in n experiments. Assume this enhancer regulates another target gene B in another 
set of n experiments. If the first n experiments are chosen for the correlation calculation, the target gene B will 
not be discovered. A few more sophisticated methods than the correlation calculation are also available18–21. For 
instance, a recent approach called IM-PET achieves an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 
(AUC) of 0.89 and a F1 score of 0.3 for ETG pair prediction19.

Here we developed an integrated computational approach called PETModule (Predicting enhancer target by 
modules) for predicting ETG pairs. PETModule integrates the conservation, distance, enhancer-promoter activ-
ity correlation used previously16,18, and a brand-new feature based on motif module into one prediction model. A 
motif module is defined as a group of DNA binding motifs that significantly co-occur in short genomic regions 
of 1 kilobase long or so22–24. Tested on eight human cell types, we showed that on average, PETModule achieved 
an AUC of more than 0.94 and a F1 score larger than 0.32. Next, we studied the common characteristics of the 
predicted ETG pairs and revealed special characteristics of ETG pairs. For instance, targets of the same enhancers 
were often interspersed with non-target genes of the enhancers. In addition, we investigated the importance of 
the features used in PETModule and demonstrated that the enhancer-promoter activity correlation feature was 
the least important one. Without this feature, we applied PETModule to two mouse cell types and showed that it 
on average had an AUC of 0.93 and a F1 score larger than 0.33. Compared with IM-PET19 and PreSTIGE20, two 
recently developed tools for ETG pair prediction, we shown that PETModule had a much better recall, a better 
AUC and a similar or better F1 score on the human datasets. It is worth mentioning that users need input only 
the enhancer locations for ETG pair prediction by PETModule, which is much simpler and user-friendly than 
available methods. The PETModule tool is freely available at http://hulab.ucf.edu/research/projects/PETModule/.

Results
Predicted ETG pairs in human cell types were supported by Hi-C and ChIA-PET data. We 
applied PETModule to predict ETG pairs in eight human cell types (Supplementary data S1). There were Hi-C 
and/or ChIA-PET data available in four of these eight cell types. Since the Hi-C resolution in these cell types 
were larger than 5 kilobases, we only considered the predicted ETG pairs that were at least 5 kilobase apart to 
assess the accuracy of PETModule when the predicted ETG pairs were compared with the ETG pairs from Hi-C. 
Moreover, we assumed that all ETG pairs from Hi-C or ChIA-PET data were true ETG pairs. For each enhancer, 
we considered all other genes within 2 Mb to this enhancer that were not identified to interact with this enhancer 
by Hi-C and ChIA-PET as false ETG pairs. With the true and false ETG pairs other than those used for training 
(methods), we assessed the predictions by PETModule.

Overall, PETModule had a high recall and a high AUC (Table 1). The recall measured how many percent of 
known ETG pairs were predicted as target genes of the corresponding enhancers. The AUC, which was between 0 
and 1, measured the ability of a predictor such as PETModule to distinguish true ETG pairs from false ones. The 
closer to 1 the AUC was, the more accurate prediction the predictor made. The lowest recall was 0.397 in IMR90 
and the highest recall was 0.505 in MCF7 (Table 1). On average, PETModule had a recall of 0.411, a precision of 
0.273, and an AUC larger than 0.94.

The above analyses were based on ETG pairs defined in the published papers13,25. Alternatively, one may define 
“true” ETG pairs as pairs that were supported by at least a given number of reads in the normalized Hi-C exper-
iments. Rao et al. did Hi-C experiments in eight human cell types, three of which (GM12878, K562, IMR90) we 
had enhancer data and applied PETModule to. Using the normalized Hi-C contact matrices from Rao et al.12, 
we defined ETG pairs with different minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads and assessed the accuracy of 
PETModule in the three cell types. We summarized the results in Table 2 and the Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

We found that a much larger number of predicted ETG pairs were supported, compared with the results 
summarized in Table 1, implying that a large number of predictions by PETModule were likely functional and 
the precision of PETModule in Table 1 may be underestimated. For instance, the precision was 0.74 in IMR90 
(Table 2), when at least 5 supporting Hi-C reads were required. When the minimum number of supporting Hi-C 
reads increased, the percentage of supported predictions decreased. When more than 25 supporting reads were 
required, the recall, precision, AUC, and F1 score in IMR90 were similar to what we obtained in Table 1. Note 

Dataset Enhancers
Known 

pairs
Predicted 

pairs
Known pairs 

predicted Recall Precision
ROC 
AUC F1 score

ChIA-PET (K562) 3300 4110 9244 1917 0.466 0.207 0.938 0.287

ChIA-PET (MCF7) 341 370 560 187 0.505 0.334 0.968 0.402

Hi-C (IMR90) 10920 19666 26467 7811 0.397 0.295 0.942 0.338

Overall 14561 24146 36271 9915 0.411 0.273 0.949 0.328

Table 1.  PETModule prediction on three datasets with experimentally defined ETG pairs. The known ETG 
pairs here do not contain any of the positive ETG pairs used for training.

http://hulab.ucf.edu/research/projects/PETModule/
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that the IMR90 Hi-C data in Tables 1 and 2 were generated by different labs. The consistency of the performance 
in IMR90 in the two tables indicated that the experimentally defined target genes we used were reproducible and 
reliable.

To further assess the significance of a large number of predicted ETG pairs were supported by at least a 
given number of reads, we generated the same number of random enhancer-gene pairs in each cell type. A ran-
dom pair was generated by randomly selecting a gene within 1 Mb or 2 Mb neighbourhood of an enhancer. We 
found that the number of predicted ETG pairs supported by at least a given number of reads was not by chance 
(Supplementary Tables S3–S5). Instead, these predicted ETG pairs supported by at least a given number of reads 
were likely functional. For instance, in IMR90, 74.0%, 52.6%, 39.8%, 31.6%, and 26.3% of ETG pairs predicted 
by PETModule within 2 Mb of the corresponding enhancers were supported by at least 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 Hi-C 
reads, respectively; while the corresponding numbers for random pairs were 10.2%, 5.4%, 3.8%, 3.1% and 2.6%, 
respectively. The chance to observe the above percentages of the predicted ETG pairs supported was 0 in all cases 
based on binomial tests (Supplementary Tables S6–S8). This indicated that a large number of predicted ETG pairs 
were likely biologically meaningful and the precision of PETModule estimated in Table 1 were underestimated.

Predicted ETG pairs reveals new characteristics. With the predicted ETG pairs supported by 
high-throughput experiments, we studied their characteristics. We found that a large number of target genes may 
be more than 1 Mb away from their enhancers. We also found that more than 69% of enhancers had their target 
genes that were not consecutive in the genome. The details were in the following.

We compared the predictions from 1 Mb with those from 2 Mb of enhancers (Supplementary Table S9). We 
found that the recall of the predictions from 1 Mb of enhancers was smaller than that from 2 Mb of enhancers. 
This was especially true in K562, where the recall increased 26.8%. The different recalls indicated that a large 
number of true target genes were more than 1 Mb away from their enhancers. We also noticed that the number 
of the predicted ETG pairs were doubled and the precision on average decreased about 8.3% when targets were 
predicted from 2 Mb instead of 1 Mb neighbourhood of enhancers, suggesting that a much higher percentage of 
genes within 2 Mb were not true targets than that within 1 Mb of enhancers. Moreover, the AUC of the prediction 
was improved, implying the importance of considering 2 Mb instead of 1 Mb neighbour of enhancers for target 
identification.

We also investigated the inconsecutiveness of target genes in the genome (Supplementary Table S10). 
Surprisingly, we found that on average targets of 69.9% of enhancers were not consecutive in the genome. Instead, 
targets of these enhancers were interspersed with non-targets of the same enhancers. This surprising observation 
may be explained by the following model: DNA forms loops so that targets of the same enhancer are in proximal 
regions around enhancers. Because of the loops, certain target genes in a consecutive genomic region are much 
farther relative to the enhancers than other non-target genes in the same region. This observation suggested that 
when defining regulatory regions of a gene, one should consider all potential regulatory regions within 2 Mb, even 
if other genes existed between a regulatory region and the gene under consideration.

The function similarity score (FSS) feature was more important than the widely used correla-
tion feature. PETModule used the following four features to predict ETG pairs: distance, conserved synteny 
score (CSS), FSS, and correlation (Methods). To understand the importance of the four features, we applied four 
approaches to rank them (Methods). The four methods used were information gain attribute evaluator26, support 
vector machines (SVM)27, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)28 and random forests29. These 
methods showed good performance in selecting or ranking features in previous studies26,30–32. To rank the four 
features, we used the 2500 positive ETG pairs and 2500 negative ETG pairs in the training data (Methods).

We found that the four features were ranked similarly by the four methods (Fig. 1). The distance was the most 
important feature, followed by CSS, FSS, and correlation. The importance of the CSS and FSS features was similar, 
with CSS slightly more important than FSS based on three methods and FSS more important than CSS based on 
LASSO. The importance of CSS and FSS was much more than that of correlation, which was ranked as the least 
important feature by all methods.

The above correlation calculation was based on 13 cell types. To see whether the correlation calculated from 
another set of properly chosen cell or tissue types may improve the importance of this feature, we further studied 
the rank of the correlation using the 12 cell types in a previous study20. Consistently, the correlation feature was 
still ranked as the least important feature (Supplementary Figure S1).

Cutoff
#Enhancers with 

supporting Hi-C data
#Predicted 
ETG pairs

#Known 
ETG pairs

#Known ETG 
pairs predicted Recall Precision ROC AUC F1 score

5 10881 23454 64075 17354 0.271 0.740 0.890 0.397

10 9918 22869 32837 12031 0.366 0.526 0.914 0.432

15 8433 21145 20319 8413 0.414 0.398 0.924 0.406

20 7069 19131 14024 6054 0.431 0.316 0.928 0.365

25 5945 17025 10219 4479 0.438 0.263 0.929 0.329

Table 2.  PETModule prediction on IMR90 assessed with Hi-C contact matrices. The cutoff specifies the 
minimum number of supporting Hi-C reads required to define known ETG pairs. The known ETG pairs here 
do not contain any of the positive ETG pairs used for training.
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The FSS feature was ranked the third by the methods. We hypothesized that the importance of the FSS fea-
ture may be underestimated with the current incomplete gene ontology (GO) annotation. We thus tested how 
the accuracy of PETModule changed if earlier version of GO annotation instead of the current one was used. 
We found that if we used the GO annotation in 2001, the recall decreased 12.4% while the precision was similar 
(Supplementary Table S11). This comparison with different GO annotation versions supported the importance 
of the FSS feature, and suggested that the FSS feature would be even more important with more complete GO 
annotation in the future.

Predicted mouse ETG pairs were supported by Hi-C and 3C data. We applied the trained model 
on the human data without the correlation feature directly to two mouse datasets in the CH12 cell line and the 
macrophage cell. We found that with such a model trained on the human datasets, the accuracy of PETModule 
on the two mouse datasets was similar to that in the human datasets (Table 3). For instance, the AUC was 0.938 
and 0.923 in CH12 and macrophage, respectively, which were similar to the AUC in the three human cell types 
in Table 1. We also noticed that the precision and the F1 score of PETModule decreased. PETModule still had a 
recall of 0.667 and 0.65 in CH12 and macrophage, respectively. The performance of PETModule in CH12 was 
more similar to that in the three human cell types in Table 1, which may be due to the fact that the supporting 
Hi-C data in CH12 were generated by the same lab as those in the three human cell types. We believed that the 
limited number of experimentally validated ETG pairs in mouse macrophage by 3C may partially explain the 
lower accuracy of PETModule on this mouse dataset than that on the other mouse dataset.

To see whether the model specifically trained on mouse data would perform better than the model trained on 
the human data, we generated the mouse PETModule with the correlation feature (Methods). We found that the 
mouse PETModule was much better than the one trained on the human data when applied to the mouse datasets 
(Table 3). For instance, the trained model using the mouse data had a more than 5% higher recall and more than 
9% higher precision. The much improved performance suggested that there existed difference between human 
ETG pairs and mouse ETG pairs, which may be critical for improving the precision of the computational predic-
tion of ETG pairs in mammalian species.

Figure 1. The importance of the four features ranked by four methods. 

Prediction Model Dataset Enhancers
Known 

pairs
Predicted 

pairs
Known pairs 

predicted Recall Precision
ROC 
AUC

F1 
score

Human model
CH12 14195 24516 124102 16540 0.667 0.133 0.938 0.220

macrophage 387 387 3171 251 0.650 0.076 0.923 0.135

Mouse model
CH12 14195 24516 64512 18252 0.744 0.283 0.968 0.410

macrophage 387 387 1468 271 0.700 0.167 0.961 0.269

Table 3. Prediction results on two mouse cells.
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PETModule showed good performance when compared with existing tools. We compared 
PETModule with IM-PET and PreSTIGE19,20. IM-PET and PreSTIGE each integrated several types of data to 
predict ETG pairs in human and showed better performance than several other existing approaches19,20. To com-
pare, we downloaded their predictions in the three cell types for which we applied PETModule and there existed 
ChIA-PET and/or Hi-C datasets for validation. We found that PETModule had a higher AUC and recall on these 
datasets than the two methods.

We compared the three tools using the ETG pairs defined by previous studies (Supplementary Table S12). 
Under the default cutoff, 0.95 (Supplementary Table S13), PETModule had a much higher recall and AUC, 
a higher precision and F1 score than IM-PET, suggesting it predicted more true ETG pairs and had a higher 
accuracy. PETModule also had a much higher recall and AUC but a slightly lower precision and F1 score than 
PreSTIGE. The lower precision and F1 score may be caused by the fact that PETModule predicted ETG pairs 
within 2 Mb neighbourhood of an enhancer, while PreSTIGE predicted ETG pairs within 100 kb neighbourhood 
of an enhancer. In fact, if PETModule only considered ETG pairs with 1 Mb to enhancers, its precision were 
similar or much larger than that of PreSTIGE, even PreSTIGE still predicted much smaller number of ETG pairs 
(Supplementary Tables S9 and S12). Because the enhancers used by the three tools were different, we further 
compared their predictions on the common set of enhancers (Table 4). We had similar observation. That was, we 
found that PETModule had a higher AUC and recall, higher or similar precision and F1 score compared with the 
other two methods.

We also compared the three methods using the potential ETG pairs supported by at least a given number of 
supporting Hi-C reads in three cell types (Supplementary Tables S14–S16). Under different cutoffs, PETModule 
in general had a similar or better performance when compared with IM-PET and PreSTIGE. For instance, in 
IMR90, when the cutoff was 20, PETModule had a recall of 0.432 and a F1 score of 0.365, while IM-PET and 
PreSTIGE had a recall of 0.185 and 0.239, respectively, and a F1 score of 0.249 and 0.278, respectively.

We also compared the speed of the two methods (Supplementary Table S17). For the 5000 example enhancers 
provided in the IM-PET tool, it took IM-PET, PETModule and PreSTIGE 0.5, 5, and 6 CPU hours, respectively, 
to predict ETG pairs. Note that the time cost mentioned above did not consider the extra time cost required by 
IM-PET and PreSTIGE to prepare the input files for ETG pair prediction. IM-PET required to run four tools 
and PreSTIGE required to prepare three different input files before ETG pair prediction. For instance, IM-PET 
required the running of CSI-ANN to obtain the enhancer signals, which took about 4 CPU hours for 5000 
enhances. Therefore, the running time of IM-PET and PreSTIGE was much longer than PETModule in practice.

It is worth mentioning that PETModule is much easier to use. PETModule requires only the enhancer loca-
tions as input to predict ETG pairs and utilizes about a dozen pre-selected cell types to calculate the values of the 
correlation feature. In contrast, IM-PET and PreSTIGE require users to input enhancer positions, genome-wide 
enhancer signals, and gene expression information, which requires extra experiments done under a condition 
and extra calculation before any ETG pair prediction. It is thus evident that PETModule provides a much simpler 
solution for ETG pair prediction in mammals.

Discussion
We developed a useful ETG pair prediction tool called PETModule. Tested on eight human cell types, we showed 
that on average PETModule had a recall of 41.1%, a precision of 27.3%, and an AUC of 94.9%. By studying the 
predicted ETG pairs, we discovered interesting characteristics of ETG pairs. We also compared PETModule with 
IM-PET and PreSTIGE19,20, and demonstrated that PETModule had a higher recall, a similar or higher F1 score, 
and a higher AUC. The PETModule tool is freely available at http://hulab.ucf.edu/research/projects/PETModule/.

A unique feature used in PETModule is the FSS feature, which measures the GO similarity of enhancers and 
genes. This new feature is different from those used previously18,19, which use the GO similarity of the targets and 
the genes encoding TFs that bind the corresponding enhancers. The difference at least lies in the following two 
aspects. First, the new feature considers groups of regulatory motifs that co-occur in enhancers, while previous 
studies only consider individual known TFs that bind the enhancers. Second, the new feature considers multiple 

Dataset Tools Enhancers
Known 

pairs
Predicted 

pairs
Known pairs 

predicted Recall Precision
ROC 
AUC

F1 
score

ChIA-PET (K562)

PETModule 694 907 2285 429 0.473 0.188 0.938 0.269

IM-PET 694 907 1872 278 0.307 0.149 0.88 0.200

PreSTIGE 694 907 1468 382 0.421 0.260 0.8 0.322

ChIA-PET (MCF7)

PETModule 94 107 282 61 0.570 0.216 0.968 0.314

IM-PET 94 107 191 33 0.308 0.173 0.88 0.221

PreSTIGE 94 107 178 62 0.579 0.348 0.8 0.435

Hi-C (IMR90)

PETModule 202 411 714 184 0.448 0.258 0.942 0.327

IM-PET 202 411 282 75 0.182 0.266 0.89 0.216

PreSTIGE 202 411 342 114 0.277 0.333 0.8 0.303

Overall

PETModule 990 1425 3281 674 0.473 0.205 0.949 0.286

IM-PET 990 1425 2345 386 0.271 0.164 0.88 0.205

PreSTIGE 990 1425 1988 558 0.392 0.281 0.8 0.327

Table 4.  Comparison of PETModule with IM-PET and PreSTIGE. Only the common enhancers with predictions 
by three methods were considered.

http://hulab.ucf.edu/research/projects/PETModule/
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enhancers and their neighbourhood genes to infer the GO terms of enhancers, while previous studies simply 
utilize the known GOs of the TFs that bind enhancers and consider individual enhancers at a time. In high 
eukaryotes, it is often the multiple TFs together instead of individual TFs that determine the temporal and spatial 
expression patterns of genes, and genes regulated by the same group of TFs often have similar functions or GO 
terms22,33,34. It is thus more natural to consider a group of co-occurring regulatory motifs in enhancers and take all 
enhancers with similar motifs into account to infer the potential functions of an individual enhancer. It is worth 
pointing out that one cannot use the GO terms of the predicted motifs to infer the GO terms of enhancers, as 
predicted motifs are often new or may be similar to only poorly annotated known motifs.

Our study showed that the correlation of certain signals in enhancers and those in the corresponding targets 
was not as important as other features in predicting ETG pairs. However, our study also supported that the activ-
ity of many enhancers may significantly correlate with that of their targets. The significant correlation may be due 
to the fact that when enhancers are shared by different tissues or cells, the majority of their ETG pairs are also 
likely shared (Supplementary Tables S18 and S19). Certainly, there exist a fraction of ETG pairs not shared by 
different tissues or cell types, even if the corresponding enhancers are shared. In this case, correlation alone may 
fail to identify these ETG pairs.

Based on the predicted ETG pairs, we demonstrated that targets of enhancers are often interspersed by 
non-targets. We also studied the Hi-C data by Rao et al.12 and observed that a large fraction of enhancers had their 
experimentally determined targets interspersed by non-targets of the same enhancers (Supplementary Tables 
S20 and S21). For instance, in K562, we found that more than 35% of enhancers had interspersed target genes 
that were supported by more than 20 Hi-C reads. Therefore, the inconsecutiveness of target genes of the same 
enhancer likely hold for many enhancers.

In the human PETModule model, we used the correlation feature calculated from 13 ENCODE (Encyclopedia 
of DNA Elements) cell types, which included the three cell types we used to assess the performance of PETModule 
(MCF7, K562, IMR90). Therefore, the performance of PETModule presented in Table 1 may be biased by the 
training data. To see the performance of PETModule on independent cell types, we calculated the correlation 
feature from 12 and 10 ENCODE cell types, respectively, and then tested PETModule on the remaining cell types 
(Supplementary Table S22). In both cases, we found that the performance of PETModule was highly similar to 
that presented in Table 1, implying that PETModule may be not biased by the ENCODE data much and will be 
valuable to predict ETG pairs in diverse cell types generated from projects other than ENCODE.

It is well known that enhancers regulate their targets in a condition-specific way. The current version of 
PETModule utilizes about a dozen pre-selected conditions to predict ETG pairs. Although its accuracy is com-
parable with the state-of-the-art computational methods that consider the condition-specific gene expression 
and others, it is still mandatory to improve PETModule to consider the dynamic regulation of enhancers under 
specific conditions. Moreover, additional features such as locations of CTCF binding may be considered in the 
model to take the chromatin boundary into account. We are working on these and other directions to further 
improve the PETModule tool.

Methods
Enhancers and experimentally defined or supported ETG pairs. We downloaded P300 ChIP-seq 
peaks from 7 human cell lines (MCF7, K562, H1-hESC, HepG2, GM12878, HeLa-S3, and SK-N-SH) from the 
ENCODE project (https://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/dataMatrix/encodeChipMatrixHuman.html). These cell 
types were all ENCODE tiers 1 and 2 cell types that had P300 ChIP-seq data. The P300 peaks in a cell type were 
considered as enhancers in that cell type as previously18,35. For the human cell line IMR90, we download the 
known active enhancers from13. For mouse data, we used the P300 peaks in the CH12 cell from ENCODE and the 
RXR-bound enhancers in the macrophage cell from36.

We downloaded ETG pairs identified by ChIA-PET in K562 and MCF7 from ref. 25. We downloaded the ETG 
pairs in IMR90 defined by Jin et al. from Hi-C experiments13. We also downloaded 387 validated ETG pairs by 3C 
experiments in mouse macrophage36. These ETG pairs were considered as true ETG pairs.

To train PETModule in human, we randomly chose 1000 Hi-C ETG pairs in IMR90 from Jin et al.13, 1000 
ChIA-PET ETG pairs in K562 and 500 ChIA-PET ETG pairs in MCF7 from ref. 25. These pairs were used as pos-
itive training data. We also generated 2500 negative ETG pairs, by randomly selecting genes within 2 Mb around 
enhancers so that the selected genes were not among the known targets of the enhancers. To train PETModule 
in mouse, we randomly selected 297 ETG pairs from the aforementioned 387 validated pairs as positive data and 
generated 297 negative ETG pairs similarly as above. All remaining ETG pairs defined by the original studies were 
then used to test PETModule and other tools.

We also downloaded the normalized 5-kilobase-resolution Hi-C contact matrices in three human cell types 
(GM12878, IMR90, and K562) and one mouse cell type (CH12) from Rao et al.12. These matrices described 
how many Hi-C reads supported the potential interaction of two regions, such as an enhancer region and the 
promoter region of a gene. One can then use a cutoff or a more complicated strategy to define the interaction 
of a pair of regions. In this study, we used several cutoffs to define the interacting of a pair of regions to further 
test PETModule and other tools (Table 2). The defined pairs of interacting regions were then compared with the 
predicted ETG pairs. A predicted ETG pair was claimed to be supported by Rao et al.’s Hi-C data if the enhancer 
region in this predicted pair overlapped with one region and the promoter region of the gene in this predicted 
pair overlapped with the other region specified by an interacting pair of regions from the Hi-C contact matrices, 
under a given cutoff.

Feature values calculated for enhancer-gene pairs. PETModule considers four features to predict 
ETG pairs. They are: (1) distance between an enhancer and a gene; (2) CSS of an enhancer and a gene; (3) FSS 
of an enhancer and a gene; and (4) correlation of DHSs in an enhancer and those in the promoter of a gene. The 

https://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/dataMatrix/encodeChipMatrixHuman.html
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promoter of a gene is defined as the region from 1 kilobase upstream to 100 bp downstream of its TSS anno-
tated by GENCODE37. For simplicity, we called the four features distance, CSS, FSS, and correlation, respectively. 
For an enhancer and a gene, the distance is calculated as the minimum distance between the endpoints of the 
enhancer and the TSS of the gene. The correlation is calculated as the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of 
the DHS signals in the enhancer and those in the promoter of the gene. The DHSs across all 13 human ENCODE 
tiers 1 and 2 cells with DNase-seq data and the DHSs across all 15 mouse ENCODE cell lines with DNase-seq data 
are used for the correlation calculation38. We describe how to calculate CSS and FSS in details in the following.

For an enhancer-gene pair (e, g), the CSS is calculated similarly as that in a previous study18 but with the 
pairwise genome alignments of the reference species and other five vertebrate species. When human enhancers 
are considered, the five species are chimpanzee, chicken, mouse, frog and zebrafish. When mouse enhancers are 
considered, the five species are chimpanzee, chicken, human, frog and zebrafish. In brief, we obtain the phyloge-
netic distances φ (r, s) between the reference species r and each of other 5 species39. We then calculate the distance 
ds(e, g) between the aligned regions of the enhancer and that of the gene in the species s, for each of the other five 
species. The CSS(e, g) is then calculated by the following formula (1) and (2), with Θ  set as 2 Mb:

∑ δ= ×
= …

CSS e g e g r s( , ) ( , ) Ø( , )
(1)s k

s
1

δ =





< Θe g if d e g
otherwise

( , ) 1 ( , ) in species s
0 (2)s

s

For an enhancer-gene pair (e, g), the FSS measures the GO term similarity of e and g. The GO terms of g can 
be obtained from http://geneontology.org/page/download-annotations. To define the GO terms of e, one may 
simply consider the GO terms of each motif with TFBSs in e. However, the number and the annotation of the 
known motifs are limited. Instead, we run a motif module discovery tool called SIOMICS40,41 on all enhancer 
regions under an experimental condition to identify significantly overrepresented motif modules. Recall a motif 
module is a group of motifs that co-occur in a significant number of genomic regions (enhancers). Because mul-
tiple motifs are considered simultaneously by SIOMICS, the random chance for an instance of an identified motif 
module to occur is much smaller than the random chance for an instance of any identified motif in this motif 
module to occur. Therefore, the identified motifs by SIOMICS40,41 are relatively more reliable than the identified 
motifs by traditional methods considering individual motifs separately40,41. For each motif module with instances 
in e, we collect all enhancers containing the instances of this motif module. For each collected enhancer, we col-
lect all genes within 2 Mb of this collected enhancer. We then remove the redundantly collected genes and identify 
GO terms significantly shared by the remaining collected genes. These GO terms represent the common func-
tions of genes that are likely regulated by motif modules with instances in e, and thus may represent the function 
of the target genes of e and are considered as the GO terms of e (Fig. 2).

The rationale behind this procedure to obtain the potential GO terms of e is that the function of e may be 
approximated by motif modules binding to e, and the function of a motif module can be inferred from its tar-
get genes. Although we do not know the target genes of motif modules, by the above procedure, the true target 
genes of motif modules binding to e should be overrepresented in the collected gene list. With the GO terms of 

Figure 2. The procedure to calculate the GO terms of an enhancer. 

http://geneontology.org/page/download-annotations
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e, we calculate the similarity of each GO term of e, say t1, and each GO term of g, say t2, similarly as in a previous 
study18, by the following formula (3) and (4):

=
→ + →

sim g g
sim g g sim g g

( , )
( ) ( )

2 (3)i j
i j i j

∑→ =
∈ ∈

sim g g avg IC MICA t t( ) [ max ( ( 1, 2))]
(4)

i j
t g t g

i j

IC is the information content; MICA (t1, t2) is the most informative common ancestor term of t1 and t2 in the GO 
annotation dictionary. In this way, we can reasonably approximate the function of an enhancer region and do not 
depend on the limited knowledge of the occurrence of known motifs in the enhancer region to define its function.

PETModule, a new approach for predicting ETG pairs based on motif modules. We developed a 
new approach called PETModule to predict ETG pairs. PETModule applies a random-forests based approach29 
and is trained with the aforementioned positive and negative ETG pairs. The random forests method is applied 
as it performs better than the regression based approach such as logistic regression on the data we studied here 
(Supplementary Table S23). The random forests method builds individual decision trees with a subset of ran-
domly selected training data and then combines all generated trees to classify the testing data. The random forests 
methods used in PETModule contains five hundred trees. Other number of trees were also evaluated and the 
random forests based on five hundred trees gave a better ROC AUC and F1 score.

For any input enhancer, PETModule considers all genes within 2 Mb around this enhancer as its potential 
targets. It then calculates the values of four features (distance, CSS, FSS, correlation) for each potential target. 
Finally, PETModule applies the trained random-forest based predictor to score a potential target with its four 
feature values and determine whether this gene is a target of this enhancer. The score calculated by PETModule 
ranges from 0 to 1, which measures the probability that a potential target is a true target gene of the enhancer 
under consideration. We choose the probability cutoff of 0.95 as the default cutoff because it gives the best F1 
score (Supplementary Table S13).

Four machine learning approaches for ranking the importance of features. Not all aforemen-
tioned four features are the same effective for the ETG pair prediction. To rank those features, we applied the 
following four machine learning methods: information gain attribute evaluator42, SVM27, LASSO28 and random 
forests29. The information gain attribute evaluator evaluates the contribution of a feature by measuring the infor-
mation gain with versus without this feature. SVM evaluates the importance of a feature by using an SVM classi-
fier. LASSO constructs a linear model and shrinks the coefficients of non-important features to zero. All features 
with non-zero regression coefficients are ‘selected’ as important features. The random forests grows many classifi-
cation trees and assigns a new object to the class most trees vote for. Each of the four methods has been applied to 
select features in previous studies and demonstrated good performance in feature selection26,30,43,44. By applying 
the four methods to the training data, we ranked the four features used in PETModule.

Comparison with existing approaches. We compared PETModule with IM-PET19 and PreSTIGE20. 
IM-PET requires users to input 1) enhancer positions; 2) genome-wide enhancer signals; and 3) gene expression 
information to predict ETG pairs. PreSTIGE requires the input of H3K4me1 and RNA-seq data in specified for-
mats for ETG pair prediction. Here we directly used the predicted ETG pairs by authors of IM-PET and PreSTIGE 
for the common cell types studied by IM-PET, PreSTIGE and PETModule (K562, IMR90, and MCF7).

To calculate the AUC for each tool on a dataset, the following quantities were defined: True Positives (TP), 
False Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN), and True Negatives (TN). A predicted ETG pair is considered to be 
a true positive if the region of the enhancer in the predicted pair overlap with one of the genomic regions of the 
true ETG pair and the promoter region in the predicted pair overlap with the other genomic region of the true 
ETG pair in the testing data. FP ETG pairs are the predicted ETG pairs not supported by the true ETG pairs in 
the testing data. FN ETG pairs are those not predicted true ETG pairs and TN ETG pairs are those not predicted 
ETG pairs that are specified in the negative testing datasets. The true positive rate (TPR) is then defined as TP/
(TP+ FN) and the false positive rate (FPR) is defined as FP/(FP+ TN). The ROC curve is then generated with the 
calculated TPR and FPR values derived with different classifier decision thresholds. The AUC is calculated as the 
area under this ROC curve.
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